Group+

Business Travel Accident
In an intensely competitive global economy, companies frequently send their employees
overseas to help develop and expand their business. With AIG’s Group+ Business
Travel Accident (BTA) insurance, organisations can rest assured that their employees are
supported every step of the way, allowing them to focus on the job at hand.

Cover

Flexible modular options

Insight

Preparation and awareness

Claims

Responsive and supportive

Assistance

Routine and emergency

Cover

Assistance

A broad, modular wording that allows clients to select
the precise level of cover they need.

Core

Essential cover for
trips abroad, focusing
on medical costs and
liability protection.

Plus

Extends our Core
protection to include
cover for money, legal
expenses and baggage.

24 hour support for travellers in the event of a medical
emergency, travel problem or security issue.

Assured

Includes cover for more
extreme events, such as
kidnaps, natural disasters
and political risks.

Medical

We deliver
comprehensive medical
services to our customers
around the clock.

Clear and flexible

Resources that help businesses and their employees to understand the risks
they face before they travel – and keep them updated while abroad.

Country guides
Duty of care

Security

We respond to minor
security incidents through
to life threatening events.

Swift response

Insight

Travel awareness
training

Travel

We help solve travel
problems, such as flight
delays or lost and stolen
luggage.

Travel alerts

Claims

Whatever issue your clients face abroad, you can be sure that in our
60 years of experience, AIG has already dealt with something similar.

Experienced
professionals

Expert
knowledge

Responsive
service

Global network

Effective multinational solutions
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Standardised coverage and service can be difficult to achieve across the globe. AIG’s Group+ BTA policy is designed to be as consistent
as possible across markets, while also catering to local requirements, allowing for easy integration into any multinational strategy.

